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I n m d u m .  The Venera-15/16 radar mapping revealed a huge number of small domes which have been 
interpreted as volcanoes (1,2). They are from tens of kilometer across down to the resolution limit. Due to their 
sizes in the Venera-15/16 imagery all these domes looked almost uniform. Radar clinometry applied to several domes 
revealed their gentle slopes (up to 5 deg.) which have been interpreted as evidence of the effusive nature of the 
domes (3). Similarity of the domes appearance under Venera-15/16 resolution, radarclinometry data, and theoretical 
investigations (4) led to conclusion that all small domes visible in the Venera-15/16 images belong to the one 
population of gentle sloped effusive basaltic volcanoes. But high resolution of Magellan imagery discovered the 
morphological details of these volcanoes and it is clear now that they are very different in appearance and that the 
previous population of small domes could be divided into different morphological groups. Moreover features of some 
volcanoes may be related to explosive eruption. 

Classification of the small volcanoes and comparison with terrestrial counterparts. For classification purposes 
photomaps of the F-MIDR with resolution 75 m/px have been used. Images of the small volcanoes with clearly 
recognizable morphology have beem randomly picked up. Based on morphology the images of the volcanoes have 
been divided into 7 distinct groups and basal diameter of edifice, width of its flank, and diameter of a summit 
depression measured for each volcano. 

Grou~  A. Edifices with rough slopes and large flat-bottom summit depression which has sometimes concentric 
scarps on the walls. Rims of depressons are rounded or flat (Fig. la). Grou~  B. Edifices with a large flat-bottom 
sharp rimmed summit depression. In some cases two or three such depressions are visible suggesting several eruptive 
episodes. Slopes of the volcanoes are usually smooth, sometimes with landslides or short lobate flows (Fig. lb). 

G~OUD C. Presumably volcanic edifices named "ticks" in (5) (Fig.1~). @OUD DL Small cones of perfect form 
with smooth slopes which are sometines disrupted by a single valley extended from the rim to the baseline. A 
summit depression is flat-bottomed and lacks concentric scarps (Fig. Id). G~OUD EL Edifices with small circular 
summit crater or if the volcano top is flat the crater has elongated shape and is often associated with a fissure. The 
most prominent feature of these volcanoes are short radial radar-bright flows (Fig. le). Grou~  F. Cones of perfect 
shape with a single small summit crater and smooth slopes (Fig. If). Grou~  G. Gentle domes with a small single 
summit crater. Usually, the volcano tops are slightly rounded (Fig. lg). 

After definition of the different morphological groups of the venusian volcanoes one can compare them with 
terrestrial counterparts. Pike's summary on the terrestrial volcanoes (6) allows one to distinguish relationships of 
their morphometric parameters. Processing of Pike's data set on monogenetic volcanoes shows that in the plot 
diameter of summit depression vs. width of edifice flank there are two distinct trends (Fig. 2 4 .  Explosive volcanoes 
like maars, tuff rings, cinder cones (not shown in Fig. 2a) define the first trend of typical D/W (depression diameter 
to flank width) ratio about 1.5M.07. Effusive volcanoes like lava shields make up the second trend as their typical 
D/W ratio is about 0.04f0.01. The existence of these trends of stable values of D/W ratio mean that effusive and 
explosive styles of the terrestrial monogenetic volcanoes can be revealed based purely on morphometric parameters 
i.e. with remotely sensed data. Application of the technique to the Magellan images of the small venusian volcanoes 
shows that their different morphological groups are collected in two distinct classes and also give (as in the terrestrial 
case) two trends in the plot diameter vs. width (Fig. 2b). The first trend is defined by the groups A-D (typical D/W 
ratio is about 2.881t1.31) as the second one by the groups E-G (typical D/W ratio is about 0.3M.13). 

 conclusion^. High resolution Magellan imagery allowed the classification of the previous monotonous 
population of the small domes into seven distinctive morphological groups of volcanoes. Volcanoes from groups A- 
D have different morphology and values of D m  ratio range typically from 1.31 to 4.19. For different volcanoes of 
groups E-G the typical values of DIM' ratio are from 0.26 to 0.52. These narrow ranges define two trends in the plot 
diameter of summit depression vs. width of edifice flank. Since purely explosive and purely effusive terrestrial 
volcanoes are sharply defined by their typical D/W ratios, the existence of the similar trends for venusian volcanoes 
suggests that the groups A-D may represent venusian explosive volcanoes and the groups E-G effusive ones even 
though explosive volcanism should be inhibited on Venus (4,7). 
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